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From the editor
Welcome to issue 3 of Legal IT Today! We are going from strength to strength with a significant increase
in readership and a vote of confidence from the International Legal Technology Association (ILTA).
Legal IT Today and Legal IT Professionals attended ILTA – The Catalyst in Las Vegas where ILTA members
voted Legal IT Today their most-read legal IT publication outside the US. So a big thank you to ILTA
members as well as to all our readers and supporters, the LITT team and our contributors who bring us
the original and interesting content that has brought us this recognition.

I hope some of our US readers and contributors will cross the
Atlantic to attend ILTA INSIGHT which is being held in London
on 14th November. Although so far I have met most of our
contributors in person, meeting all contributors in this issue
is likely to be a challenge – unless they would like to visit
London – as we include features from as far afield as South
Africa and Australia.

We then turn to the corporate counsel perspective.
I interviewed SHV general counsel Frits Rebel who clearly
falls into the D.Casey Flaherty camp. SHV is a multinational
corporate whose subsidiaries include numerous global brands
and household names, yet its legal function has only four
lawyers supported by cutting-edge technology and external
legal services providers that handle routine and overspill work.

This issue looks at legal IT from different perspectives.
Contributors include lawyers, their corporate clients,
technologists and consultants. Our supplier piece focuses on
business development and client relationship management
(CRM) where Thomson Reuters Elite is among the vendors
with a new, intuitive offering. I interviewed Elisabet Hardy, vice
president, product management and marketing, at ILTA with a
follow up in September when Legal IT Today was privileged to
attend Elite’s EMEA user conference, VANTAGE, in London.

Our final two articles focus on eDiscovery and technology.
In an opinion piece which seriously appeals to my maths
geekery, consultant Tracey Stretton makes the case for
technology-assisted review (TAR). When did you last read a
printed brochure? I mean actually read it, not just look for the
web address. As digital advertising and marketing overtake
traditional media, commercial IP and technology lawyer Oliver
Bray explains why web archiving should be an important
consideration for all organisations – including those in the legal
and legal IT sectors.

Turning to the law firm perspective, we look at innovation.
Our first APAC contributor, Cristina Libro, legal technology
solutions manager at Henry Davis York in Sydney, Australia
won an award for innovation in legal IT at the 8th Annual
LawTech event. Alex Hamilton, founding partner of radiant.law
and winner of legal industry pioneer award at the FT Innovative
Lawyers Awards 2013, in London, outlines his firm’s innovative
fixed-fee business model that is entirely free of the billable
hour. To paraphrase Richard Susskind, is this what tomorrow’s
law firms will look like?
A key benefit of the fixed-fee model is that it offers clarity in
terms of billing. A lot has been written recently about law firms
offering access to technology as a way of cementing client
relationships into their business.
On the other side of this equation, KIA Motors corporate
counsel D. Casey Flaherty’s tech test for lawyers would suggest
that law firms need to become more IT literate. To what
extent does this reflect the general view of corporate legal
departments? Are law firms delivering technology that their
corporate clients want? A consultancy feature from wellknown commentator Paul Gilbert offers a six-step model for
using technology to address increased demand and support
collaboration between in-house lawyers and external counsel.

Our cover photo by well-known eDisclosure expert and
photographer Chris Dale shows the distorted images of
Hong Kong skyscrapers reflected off each other’s gleaming
surfaces. I chose this photograph because of its beautiful
colours and shapes, and also because it highlights how things
look different when reflected in different lights and seen from
different perspectives.
I hope you enjoy Legal IT Today. As ever, we welcome feedback
and suggestions for topics, features, and images. Although
we published a great infographic in our first issue, I am finding
them ubiquitous and they also seem to be expanding beyond
the sharp graphical snapshot. If you can prove me wrong and
send me a fabulous, sharp apposite one that will fit on one
page, I would be delighted to publish and attribute it.

Joanna Goodman MBA
Editor
joanna@legalittoday.com
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/joannagoodman
@JoannaMG22
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What’s happening at
Thomson Reuters Elite?
BY JOANNA GOODMAN

Elite’s Business Development Premier was launched at the International
Legal Technology Association (ILTA) annual conference in Las Vegas
where Legal IT Today editor Joanna Goodman caught up with Elisabet
Hardy, Elite’s VP of product management – and we got an update at
VANTAGE, Elite’s EMEA user conference in London.
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Elisabet Hardy leads the product
development team in Los Angeles,
focusing on Elite’s roadmap and
innovations. Elite is best known for its
financial and practice management
capability, but is now looking to develop
an end-to-end business management
solution. As Hardy explains, Elite is
expanding its offering to focus sharply
on business development.
We are meeting at ILTA – The
Catalyst. What was the catalyst
for Elite’s focus on business
development?
Elite is focused on four pillars: financial
management, risk management, client
and matter management and business
development. Different products have
been developed for various roles within
a firm – i.e. for the chief financial
officer, managing partner, lawyers, and
administrative and business support
professionals. Firms can pick and mix
from different products and modules
to create a bespoke solution that fits
their size and profile. The idea is to
develop products that can be combined
to produce more useful intelligence
about the firm and its clients. From
the business perspective, business
development and marketing is one
of the top three areas where firms
are investing in technology. Business
Development Premier brings client
relationship management (CRM) to the
Elite product portfolio.
Elite is known primarily as a practice
management system with strong
financial management capability.
What prompted the move into CRM?
Elite’s financial management system
comes into play at the end of the
processes that law firms use to run
and manage their business – i.e. it
focuses on billing. We are now looking
at providing a complete enterprise
business solution. This has to be
modular as firms cannot change all

‘Change is not all cultural. It is about
technology too. Rather than working with the
technology, you have to get the technology
working for you.’ – Elisabet Hardy
their systems overnight. The rationale is
that within a few years, technology will
be used differently, but we also have
to accept that a law firm will never run
like a corporation.
Financial management needs to be
tightly coupled with other information
to help firms run a better business. The
impetus came from watching existing
clients and identifying a gap in provision.
This product is designed to fill the CRM
white space as business development is
core to law firms, particularly as they are
increasingly competing with commercial
market entrants.
We also looked at the competitive
marketplace in legal services provision.
Particular considerations include market

liberalisation in the UK and Australia,
where law firms are public limited
companies.
Law firms historically have not been
particularly good at CRM. What is
Elite bringing to the table to help
them meet the CRM challenge?
The number one CRM problem is data
quality. Most CRM systems rely heavily
on manual input, 70% of contact
details are invalid after one year and
60% of individual contacts change each
year. Premier is based on MS Dynamics
CRM and combines workflow templates
and information. It combines CRM with
enterprise relationship management
(ERM), utilising ContactNet – a
Thomson Reuters ERM product that
integrates with Outlook and includes
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signature collection. For example, it
recognises that one contact can have
multiple email addresses and multiple
connections within the firm. It checks
contacts against the firm’s Exchange
server and matches them against other
contacts within the system. So if a
user is dealing with one of the firm’s
existing clients or connections for the
first time, it may be possible to get an
introduction from a colleague as well as
any background information the firm
already has.
What are differentiates Premier
from ContactNet and other Thomson
Reuters CRM solutions
The main difference is that Premier is
built on MS Dynamics CRM. Dynamics is
a relatively safe strategy because nearly
all law firms are Microsoft houses.
Dynamics is gaining traction in the
legal sector and quietly becoming the
industry standard, as it is increasingly
used as a development platform. It is
also scalable to tens of thousands of
users and allows for higher integration.
Premier includes signature scraping.
This means that it automatically adds
contact details from email signatures
to the CRM system. Its search and
reporting capability provides financial
and relationship analytics – using big
data techniques to measure relationship
strength, work out the ROI to the
business of relationships and identify the
extent to which individuals are building
and leveraging business relationships.
8
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‘When users say,
“I didn’t know that
could be done”, we
know that we are
doing our job well’
– Elisabet Hardy
ContactNet has been upgraded to
embed other Thomson Reuters’
data – the information in Thomson
Reuters various systems about millions
of companies. So it’s not just about
existing contacts – you can look for
new ones too.
Premier is multi-platform – it is available
in the cloud and on-premise. It includes
a brand new mobile app which gives
lawyers access to detailed client data,
including relationship insight, wherever
they are – for example en route to
meetings – and synchronises mobile
updates automatically.
Law firms are focusing more
attention on business development?
Is this a cultural change?
Change is not all cultural. It is about
technology too. Rather than working
with the technology, you have to get
the technology working for you. We
have focused on developing a product
that is intuitive and requires minimal
lawyer input.

Attorneys have no patience, attitude or
time for learning new systems. However,
they do need to be well informed, and
they rely on marketing and business
development to hand them the
information they need. With Premier’s
mobile app CRM becomes self-service.
The goal is that it will take an attorney
no more than four clicks to get client
information. Client information includes
relationship strength – how strong is the
firm’s relationship with this particular
client? How healthy is the account? The
CRM app connects to the firm’s financial
management system to discover
whether the client has paid all their bills,
for example. This information ought to
shape the lawyer’s conversation with
the client. The purpose of accessing this
information is to facilitate an ‘intelligent’
relationship with the client.
One issue that affects all CRM
systems is getting lawyers
and others to add and update
their contacts. How are you
addressing that?
The mobile app makes it easier to add
and update information. Lawyers are
notoriously bad at writing up their notes
and adding information to the firm’s
systems. Users can add contacts and
updated contact information to the app
and the system is automatically updated.
These automatically updated marketing
lists become ‘self-learning’ and over
time they become healthier as more of
the data they hold becomes relevant

How can firms encourage lawyers to
work with CRM systems?
By bringing the technology to them. We
utilised our experience of watching how
lawyers work to identify the pain points.
We then looked at how technology
could address those issues and set about
developing that technology.

and up to date. The idea is that the
end user should be ‘hands-free’. This
means they should not have to go
into a separate CRM system to input
and update client information and
can do it from whichever application
they are using at the time. Although
lawyers are encouraged to update their
contacts and enter client details into the
CRM system, the main users of CRM
systems are marketing and business
development, who manage marketing
campaigns, events and so on. The idea
is to expedite what users are already
doing to bring them a more complete
and intelligent picture while creating a
holistic CRM view of the business for
marketing and management purposes.

One side-effect of the crossover from
consumer to business technology is
that people are no longer patient.
Our aim is to understand what the
problem is and develop products that
change things fundamentally.
Users want to get value out of CRM
systems when they need it – not
later, for instance by asking for a
report. Premier takes steps out of the
CRM process. Apps support this by
facilitating self-sufficiency. Instead
of being told to learn a system to
become self-sufficient, users are
intuitively able to do what they want
to do without support.

The system includes ‘intelligent’
multifaceted content. Attorneys should
see not only who a contact is, but in the
context of competitor, company and
relationship strength. So contact details
include profiles of the individual, the
company, the relationship with the firm
and the value of that relationship.

What are you looking at next?
Elite originally gained its reputation as
a practice management system. We
are now offering a comprehensive
solution covering the entire lifecycle
of client and matter management,
and business development is the first
step in the process. Timing is a crucial
part of the development process. We
are looking at tying content from
Thomson Reuters’ business into the Elite
products. Thomson Reuters has great
information which can be pulled into
other applications. Over time, they will
pull in news. Currently, we are pulling
in company profiles from the Thomson
Reuters Legal business as well as content
from Monitor Suite. All this helps to
create rich profiles and expanded views
as well as an analysis point from a
mobile application. Another key issue we
are looking at is security.
When users say, “I didn’t know that
could be done”, we know that we are
doing our job well.
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Reality bites - surviving
and thriving in the new
legal service landscape
BY CRISTINA LIBRO

A plethora of journal articles and books advise law firms on the
strategies required to facilitate the successful delivery of legal
services in the 21st century. Notwithstanding their wise words,
the time for planning and strategy has long since gone, says
Cristina Libro. Now is the time for action and implementation.

Technology and software in legal
offices are no longer simply an
operational requirement. The evolution
of technology and its impact on legal
services has enabled IT professionals
to take a hands-on role in supporting
business strategy and differentiating
law firms from their competitors. In
particular, innovation which leverages
bespoke technology can drive business
strategy and provide an agile method
of responding to the ‘new normal’ legal
services marketplace.
Recently, I was shopping for groceries
late on a Friday night when I ran into a
colleague who, once we had exchanged
formalities, told me about how
exasperated he was at work. I assumed
this was due to a lack of work, but he
then told me how many tenders his team
had won and that they were swamped
10
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with instructions. He explained that his
exasperation was due the fact that there
was no consistency in executing the
work and staff felt out of control.
To my mind, the answer was simple.
My colleague and his team needed
agile technology that they could use to
provide a framework to their work. Each
staff member needed to carry out the
delivery of legal services in a consistent
fashion. The framework needed to
embed all the client’s service level
expectations and – with a pinch of risk
management – not only would everyone
feel more in control, but they would be
happier and more productive.
My epiphany was the realisation that,
despite the hysteria surrounding the
challenging legal environment and the
‘new normal’, law firms are still not

listening to all the advice that is directed
their way. The point of differentiation
will be the agile firms who have already
put plans in place embracing the ‘new
normal’ as opposed to those who
choose to remain static in the hope that
the business and legal landscape that
existed before the global financial crisis
(GFC) will return.
Addressing the ‘new normal’
dilemma
The new legal environment has created
three types of law firms, those with a
sustainable amount of work, those who
are struggling for work and those who
are somewhere in between. Why aren’t
they listening?
For many years, lawyers have combined
a traditional approach with an ‘if it ain’t
broke don’t fix it’ mentality. But it seems

that even with the challenges of the
GFC and its lasting effects on the legal
services industry, the majority of firms
are failing to implement technological
strategies to face the issues head on.
Law firms need to realise that
regardless of which category they
fall into, their work type or size,
technology is the key to addressing their
business development and/or practice
management needs.
In every law firm a case can be made
for a matter management framework
to support existing work or target new
work and market to potential clients.
The rationale for this is simple.
Lawyers are trained to be problem
solvers. They are instructed to act on a
matter and they work on identifying and
rectifying the issues. Often when teams
work on a large-scale project or matter,
there is no single way of monitoring the
consistency of correspondence, general
timing of communication with the client
or who is doing what unless there is a
project manager (or supervising lawyer)
whose sole task is to do this. This is an
inefficient and costly approach.
Most lawyers have been operating in
this way, however. Despite training
in legal project management and
best practice, once an urgent matter
appears, they instinctively set about
resolving it. They tend to revert to their
previous habits that the training is
designed to address.

‘Innovation which leverages bespoke
technology can drive business strategy and
provide an agile method of responding to the
‘new normal’ legal services marketplace’
– Cristina Libro
The 21st century client is not prepared
to pay for this approach, and firms
operating in this manner will be
undercut by the competition. Building
a technology framework can bring
consistency to every matter the firm
handles. Imagine having a system
that can tell a supervising partner at
a glance where the matter is up to;
provide a framework for the firm’s best
practice procedures and guide each
lawyer, paralegal and secretary through
matter milestones.
A matter management system can be
built to inherently apply legal project
management. This will not only reassure
clients that their matters are being
handled in the most efficient way,
but improve lawyers’ working lives.
Instead of burdening them with the
implementation of project management
principles – you can build a system that
incorporates it all. The end result is that
lawyers get to focus on the strategic and
pure legal aspect of matters. Clients are
reassured that their matters are being
managed efficiently and the law firm will
enjoy a healthy increase in productivity.

Clients rightly expect consistency in
legal service delivery. Regardless of
which lawyer is responsible for a legal
matter, letters and the progression
of the matter should be the same. In
reality, each lawyer has their own style
and modus operandi. This is further
complicated by staff absences and
assigning tasks to ensure that matters
are completed effectively and in a
cost-conscious manner. But for most
firms this is easier said than done. A
technological framework can not only
support and help staff manage their
matters, but can ensure, for example,
that letters addressed to clients are
consistently worded.
In a standard leasing matter, a
framework could be built to incorporate
standard letters and reminders that
prompt lawyers to review or action
a matter, assemble the first cut of
documents needed and minimise
repetitive data entry.
Taking IT to the next level
Technology is not the be all and end
all of law firm strategy, but it can be
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successfully leveraged to address many
of the issues that face the 21st century
law firm. Efficient and effective legal
service delivery cannot exist without
it. This also presents a colourful future
for legal IT professionals who now
have a more front-line impact with
the products that they deliver and the
opportunity to take IT to the next level.
Taking IT to the next level puts IT in a
position to influence the firm’s direction
and make a positive impact on the
day-to-day running of legal matters. It
means selecting and implementing IT
solutions that impact the bottom line.
The humble legal IT department has
evolved into more than a function for
delivering essential technologies for law
firm operation. We are now the key to
navigating the business landscape with
powerful tools and the ability to design
and develop bespoke technologies.
Software is becoming sufficiently

pliable to ensure that regardless of the
firm using it, each application will be
different.
The IT department is now the hub of
law firm operations. Our evolving role
means that we can offer solutions
that will increase productivity and staff
satisfaction and draw more clients to
the firm. We have a unique partnership
with lawyers to deliver solutions that
can win clients, support lawyers, drive
change and strategy and cement IT as
the nucleus of the 21st century law firm.
Cristina Libro is Legal Technology
Solutions Manager at Henry Davis York.
Cristina leverages her experience as
a commercial lawyer and knowledge
management expert to bring together
the people, processes and technology
necessary to deliver targeted solutions
that meet the specific needs of legal
practice and major projects.

‘Taking IT to the next
level puts IT in a
position to influence
the firm’s direction
and make a positive
impact on the
day-to-day running
of legal matters.
It means selecting
and implementing IT
solutions that impact
the bottom line’
– Cristina Libro
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Legal IT after the billable hour
BY ALEX HAMILTON

Many predicted that UK market liberalisation and the rise of capped and fixedfee work would herald the end of hourly billing. However, many law firms still
measure lawyer activity by time spent on matters, so the billable hour lingers.
Alex Hamilton of radiant.law describes a different business model – perhaps a
template for tomorrow’s lawyers.

When we launched radiant.law in
2011, a new law firm premised on fixed
prices and better value, we had many
motivations. Our clients were unhappy
with the status quo and it was too hard
to change the large law firms where
we were partners. We felt change was
coming and we wanted to be on the
right side of it. But somewhere in that
mix was the desire to never again have
to fill in a timesheet: it is not a total
exaggeration to say that we seized the
day to escape Carpe Diem.
Richard Susskind, in his most recent
book Tomorrow’s Lawyers, names
three firms as examples of ‘New-Look
Law Firms’: Riverview Law, Clearspire
and radiant.law. It is notable that all
three firms, each one a proponent of
fixed-fee billing, have developed their
own proprietary systems for improving
how legal services are delivered. We
all believe that IT is more, not less,
important in the new fixed-fee world
14
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and that technology gives a critical
competitive advantage. I would also
argue that the mainstay products
from the traditional legal IT market are
insufficient in this brave new world.
I say this in the context of what
increasingly looks like a bifurcated legal
IT market. On the one hand we have
the products that traditional law firms
buy, such as document management,
matter intake, time sheets and other
such products that are, to be frank,
uninspiring. They do little to take the
ball forwards in terms of transforming
the cost base for the delivery of legal
services nor do they materially increase
the quality of the delivered services.
On the other hand, we have a number
of companies that have been banging
hard on the door to be let in, but are
too threatening to the dominant law
firm model because their products
challenge the ideas that lawyers need

to churn quite so many hours or that
knowledge can only reside in the heads
of experts. These outsiders’ products,
be they document automation, expert
systems or machine learning tools, are
of great interest to us new providers.

‘We seized the day to
escape Carpe Diem’
– Alex Hamilton
These products offer step-change
performance enhancements and the
ability to make clients far more selfsufficient, allowing us to deliver far
more value by doing less. We do not
find these tools threatening as we are
looking for opportunities to minimise
time, rather than maximise it. So it is the
new firms and the clients who will take
advantage of these systems, not the
traditional firms.

However, we have come to the view
that we also need to build our own
IT backbone for the firm. We are
subscribers to the view espoused by
Howard Smith and Peter Fingar in their
response to Nicholas Carr’s Does IT
Matter? that it is business processes that
matter – as opposed to IT – but that
IT is essential to deliver those business
processes. In order to evolve and deliver
better ways of delivering legal services,
we have found it to be essential to
control our IT platforms to such an
extent that we are developing our own.
Developing one’s own platform (in our
case, a web based one) turns out to be
a lot easier than the government and
law firm IT departments may let on.
Our experience, however, is that you
have to be ready to take a different path
to the norm:
1. Embrace open source The
environment that we use (Ruby on
Rails) is built from the ground up on
the premise that all libraries should be
open sourced as a matter of course.
This has given us access to incredible
building blocks that we can adapt and
contribute back to.
2. Embrace the new development
styles We work with developers
located around the world (Bangladesh,
Jamaica, Zimbabwe, Philippines,

‘Ditching the billable
hour has been a
liberating experience,
allowing us to focus
on adding real value
for clients rather than
the busy work and
inefficiency that time
sheets encourage’
– Alex Hamilton
Ukraine and Belarus to name but a
few), who you can find through sites
such as ODesk. Agile development can
be coordinated and tracked through
tools such as Github, PivotalTracker,
Codeclimate and Skype IM to allow
incredibly fast progress.
3. Work iteratively If you are
scratching your own immediate itches,
you will build tools that actually help,
especially if you use them from the
beginning in delivering services and
keep improving them bit by bit.

technical ways to solve problems, we
can quickly discard approaches that
don’t work. Already in three years,
we have tried many, many things that
just didn’t end up working. But we
also found a few that worked and
are different to any other products
currently on the market.
Ditching the billable hour has been
a liberating experience, allowing us
to focus on adding real value for
clients rather than the busy work and
inefficiency that time sheets encourage.
It has allowed us to rethink what legal
services are for, and being on that
frontier has led us to adopt and build
many new tools. What is clear to us is
that many of the activities that we and
the broader legal industry still do are
going to be replaced by technology in
the next ten years and we are looking
forward to accelerating that process.
Former Big Law partner Alex Hamilton
is co-founder and CEO of radiant.
law. As well as leading radiant’s
software development, Alex advises
clients on technology and outsourcing
transactions.

4. Embrace failure By creating a
development environment that
allows quick experimentation to find
LEGAL IT TODAY
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Legal tech:
The challenge is clear
and the race is on...
BY PAUL GILBERT

Paul Gilbert of LBC Wise Counsel offers a six-step model
of how technology can empower law firms and corporate
legal departments to manage increased demands on their
time and resources.

Technology plays an increasing role in
all our lives and to a large extent we
welcome it as an opportunity and an
essential need.
We see this in our obsessive updating of
phone, camera and music devices, our use
of tablets, laptops and in the development
of home entertainment systems. We spin
around the latest gadgets and functions
with wide-eyed enthusiasm and zeal.
From the age of about two years old,
children know that pressing buttons
means stuff happens. Computers that
run our lives have become a ubiquitous
cliché and I suspect that available
broadband speeds are as big a factor in
deciding where we go on holiday as the
attractiveness of the sea view!

We relax with technology, we commune
with technology, and we drive, walk,
run and talk with technology. It is
intuitive, facilitative, fun, useful and
relatively inexpensive.

‘Nothing important
happens in tech unless
client and supplier can
plan together and
support a common
approach’
– Paul Gilbert

If you look around the majority of
offices where in-house lawyers work,
however, you will see them surrounded
by paper, bemoaning the lack of space
and shackled to handheld devices
pinging a never-ending stream of
messages and meeting requests. It is a
dam of information perpetually about
to burst and always moments away
from washing them away on a grand
rapid of unmanaged demand.
It does not look intuitive or facilitative
and it definitely isn’t fun. There is no
time to think, no budget to invest and
no space to invent.
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‘Any investment in technology is partly about
creating space to do more valuable things;
therefore knowing what those things are is
crucial to the business case for investment.’
– Paul Gilbert
It used to be that a team’s annual jaunt
to a local hotel for their off-site awayday was about team building and a
gentle nod in the direction of a steadyas-we-go strategy; now, it is closer to
a self-help counselling session with the
gently beleaguered passing on bunker
survival tips to the next generation of
in-house lawyers muttering, “Surely it
doesn’t have to be like this”.
Technology has done many wonderful
things, but for most in-house lawyers
it has widened the pipe down which
their business colleagues can flush their
requests for help. It has made them
more accessible while trapping them in

a rigid construct that means they cannot
escape their failure to manage the
increased demand.
When in-house lawyers fail to
manage demand, as they are almost
bound to do, this construct becomes
the equivalent of the village green
punishment stocks where the righteous
public could throw rotten vegetables at
a bunch of hapless trapped saps.
What is the solution?
In-house lawyers need to consider how
they use technology in the same way
they think about people as resources.
Planning needs to have (at least) a

three-year horizon. This plan should
then be reviewed at least annually,
and to be successfully implemented
the plan will most likely be developed
collaboratively with a small cohort of
external providers.
Law firms need to do a lot more as well.
Technology is rarely presented as an
important component in their offering
to clients, but it is potentially a brilliant
rainmaker (and a rainmaker that will
not run off to a fancy boutique firm in
a flounce of ego). Technology solutions
that are developed for in-house lawyers,
deployed thoughtfully and managed
without fuss have long-term potential to
help firms attain a near unimpeachable
position with their clients.
So, the challenge is clear, the prize is big
and the race is definitely on...
Paul Gilbert is Chief Executive of LBC
Wise Counsel, the UK based specialist
management and skills training
consultancy for lawyers.
www.lbcwisecounsel.com

Six steps to change the game
1. Run a technology audit – What do
we have that we use well including
Outlook, Excel etc? What do we have
that we could use more effectively to
make our lives better? Have we got
basics in place like a common filing
nomenclature? What could we do
with simple inexpensive software tools
such SharePoint? What are other inhouse teams using that they would be
prepared to share with us?
2. Understand the processes – What
work do we actually do? How do we
do it? It is simple to ask, but hard
to answer. Here the objective is to
effectively map out the processes
each lawyer follows from initiation to
completion for each piece of work.
What are the common elements?
What could be a common element?
How many interventions are needed
and to what effect? What is capable of
being put into a systemised approach?
3. Identify the value – Look at the
work where the in-house lawyers
18
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really do add considerable value by
virtue of their insight, expertise and
experience. This work should be
highlighted and protected. It probably
goes to the heart of the value of
the team and should be something
therefore that the business values as
well. Any investment in technology is
partly about creating space to do more
valuable things; therefore knowing
what those things are is crucial to the
business case for investment.
4. Plan – What can law firms offer if
given a three-year planning horizon?
Too many conversations with law firms
about technology happen too soon
and then fade into nothing. A pitch
is not the best time to do anything
significant, but a three year timeline is
meaningful. The conversation at the
pitch therefore should not be, “What
can you give us when appointed to
the panel?” Instead it should be,
“Assuming you win the place on
the panel, how will you invest in
developing with us technology tools

over the next three years that will
make the team more valuable and
more efficient?”
5. Work with providers – What can
technology providers offer if given a
three-year planning horizon? Nothing
important happens in tech unless client
and supplier can plan together and
support a common approach. In-house
teams must give time to this issue and
not expect everything to be off-theshelf and/or free.
6. Where to start – This is probably
the hardest thing of all, but I have
two simple rules. First, plan big, but
implement small. Trials, pilots and
‘bite-size’ keep the risk of failure
proportionately small and increase
confidence in the desired outcomes.
Secondly, put as much thought,
time and effort into planning
implementation as was given to
selecting the firm/supplier in the
first place.
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LITT Editor Joanna Goodman
interviews Frits Rebel,
general counsel of global
corporate SHV.
SHV is a global corporate
based in the Netherlands with
a turnover of over €20bn. Its
numerous subsidiaries are
stand-alone entities and include
several household names. Frits
Rebel is group general counsel
and oversees its entire
legal department.

Interview:
The GC perspective
BY JOANNA GOODMAN
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What sort of
law firms do
you instruct?
We instruct a
broad range of
firms in many
countries,
from sole
practitioners
to big multinational
brands. In the Netherlands we use
four big firms and two mid-sized
firms. However, when our subsidiary
companies require legal support locally,
they arrange that independently.

a paralegal – and we handle the
company’s larger M&A transactions. The
corporate database can function as a
vendor due diligence data room. We also
do standard corporate legal work, but
when our workload is particularly heavy,
we turn this part of the work over to a
law firm or a civil notary who handles,
for example certified documentation
working directly into our system. IT
plays an important role in this flexible
approach because they can log into to
our corporate database and access all
company information, including the
latest executive appointments.

How involved are you in choosing
and developing IT for your team?
I graduated in law and tax law but my
final paper was to create an artificial
intelligence programme capable of
taking a legal decision, so I believe in
the ‘power of the machine’ and my
team uses state-of-the-art IT systems.

Client-facing systems are a big
element of legal IT. When you work
with law firms, do you also use
their systems?
I do not find law firm technology very
helpful. I prefer law firms to work
with our systems and resources. Law
firms regularly offer access to their
standard agreements library as a
modern solution. But I can access these
standard documents from my own
database or via Practical Law Company
(PLC). Nowadays I would not hire a law
firm anymore for due diligence work
as this can be done much more costeffectively and efficiently by other legal
services providers who employ former
corporate lawyers who have a better
understanding of the market. Law
firms tend to focus on the strictly legal
side of due diligence whereas a former
corporate lawyer is more likely to identify
important business considerations.

When I joined SHV nine years ago, I
established a web-based worldwide
corporate database to provide an
overview of all our companies and
their locations. This has gradually been
extended to cover contracts, obligations
and contact management.
As general counsel, I need to have
all the information I require at my
fingertips. Blueprint, our corporate
database, is provided by ICSA Software
which is used by a lot of Fortune 500
companies.

‘In many firms, the
need to get a lot of
money to the top
of the pyramid is
strangling progress’
– Frits Rebel,
General Counsel,
SHV Holdings N.V.
My team is supported by what I call
‘flexible responders’. I run a lean and
mean legal department comprising
just four people – three lawyers and

What technology are you currently
implementing to support SHV’s
legal function?
In my opinion the value of information
is in sharing it, not safeguarding it in the
way that many law firms are still trying
to do. As a small team running the
general counsel function for a global
company, we need cutting
edge technology.
I want my colleagues to have company
information readily available on their
tablets as they need it. I am working on
establishing a wi-fi connection between
the company’s and my corporate
database, so that when in the future
they enter any SHV premises, the wi-fi
router recognises their tablet and the
latest information on our clients in the
region is automatically loaded onto
the tablet. All information is encrypted

and protected and people have the
information when and where they
need it. This would include, for
example, our latest agreements with
any particular clients.
We are looking at purchasing a
permanent data room solution that I
can switch between my corporate legal
database and external access. Business
intelligence is another hot topic, but I
am becoming quite anti-cloud, because
of its potential to make our information
accessible to others and lack of control
to how and where the company’s data
is being stored.
SHV prefers to own its servers even
when they are in remote premises. It is
also crucial (and for EC companies an
obligation) to have a data processor
agreement in place when using external
providers Otherwise, you can run
into serious legal difficulties around
safeguarding client information if
anything happens to the cloud provider
–even if you own your own servers
within that provider.
Do you believe that law firms
are struggling to become more
corporate?
It is about firm culture and structure.
In the London legal market and in The
Netherlands, particularly in Amsterdam,
top partners’ annual earnings can be
€1m to €1.5m and for many firms the
need to get a lot of money to the top of
the pyramid is strangling progress.
Law firms’ pricing seems unrelated to
market realities. Lawyers’ hourly rate is
around €400 but they have no clue of
the cost to their client’s companies or
how much work it takes to recoup that
expenditure. We have to sell a lot of
products just to recoup one hour of a
lawyer’s advice.
In order to address this, I always
invite firms to send trainees to SHV
to experience life in a corporate legal
department. If you graduate from
Oxford or Cambridge and then join
a big firm it is like a continuation of
academic life. Life on the corporate
shop floor is very different. The average
company does not employ many
academics and you have to be able to
work with a variety of people from truck
drivers to board members.
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The role of corporate counsel is different
from working in a law firm, particularly
when it comes to taking risks. When my
phone rings I may have to take an onthe-spot decision involving millions of
euros. I need to decide then and there.
People act on the word of the corporate
counsel – you have to say yes or no.
Quite a lot of legal IT is predicated
on hourly billing. Apart from pricing,
what are the main effects from
the client point of view? With the
advent of ABSs and fixed fees,
do you envisage the end of the
billable hour?
Absolutely! The hourly billing system
is geared to getting as many people as
possible to work on a case and without
demonstrating the value of this activity.
It is not designed to encourage
efficient processes.
The race to partnership also has an
impact. It regularly means that people I
have worked with for two or three years
and educated about how SHV works
and how I like to get my advice suddenly
disappear because they have been
promoted to partner or left the firm.
I would like to see more salaried lawyers,
who get a decent income and stay in
touch with their clients. When I find a
lawyer who I like to work with, I will
always use them as my point of contact.
How could IT improve law firms’
relationship with corporate clients?
IT could help law firms develop
workable client relationship
management (CRM). But nobody is
actively following our company, or
calling me when SHV or one of its
subsidiaries is in the news. They are
reluctant to take someone off the
billable hour to meet companies and
clients.
If lawyers responded proactively to
alerts about their clients’ businesses,
they would become more valuable
as trusted advisers. Whenever they
spotted a relevant development in a
particular industry they could contact
their client and flag it up. From the
client perspective, whether or not you
missed an announcement or piece of
information, the fact that a law firm
flagged it up would make you more
likely to instruct them.
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Does IT literacy affect your decision
on whether to instruct/retain a firm?
Have you been impressed by any
firm’s use of technology?
Definitely – but the best use of
technology I have seen is not by law
firms. When my team is focused on a
major corporate deal –we recently sold
one of our companies in Thailand – our
external legal services provider handles
the administrative backlog by accessing
our systems remotely. They can also help
with due diligence. They are interested
in developing business and they are
investing in IT.

‘Lawyers have no clue
of the cost to their
client’s companies or
how much work it
takes to recoup that
expenditure.’
– Frits Rebel,
General Counsel,
SHV Holdings N.V.

What would you like to see from
the law firms you use in terms of
technology?
I would like a better view into law
firms’ systems and the ability to check
progress on matters, find out who is
dealing with them and how much time
they plan to spend on it. Although
some firms do provide detailed time and
billing information, it is usually still a bit
of a black box.
It is also a test question to see how
open a firm is about its internal systems,
particularly billing. I prefer not to work
with billable hours. I ask law firms to
give me a fixed quote determined by
the anticipated time and effort involved.
If something arises unexpectedly, then
we will talk further, otherwise it is a
risk on both sides. This encourages
efficiency, unlike the billable hour which
encourages lawyers not to work too fast
and to maximise billing.

know the difference between debit
and credit and do not understand cash
flows. A GC must earn his/her right to
advise the business units and the board;
external lawyers must also earn the
right to advise. It is important to get to
know business partners and develop
mutual trust with small deals before you
entrust them with a big deal. However,
law firm business development teams
and lawyers want to go straight
into the big deals. Sometimes I hear
nothing for months on end from then
get a call from a big firm looking for
business. An automated email about
legal developments does not count
as client contact. Most firms rarely
suggest a meeting when they are not
actually working for me. Law firms
need a different approach to business
development. When it comes to
technology, I rule out any firm that does
not meet our requirements on IT and
IT security.

The best lawyers I have met have
worked in law firms and corporates.
Some lawyers who have worked in
the same firm for many years hardly

Frits Rebel is General Counsel at SHV
Holdings N.V. SHV is a family owned
global corporate based in
the Netherlands.

If you were looking to select a new
law firm what would you ask them
about the IT that they use?
I ask for a link to their agreements and
forms database. If they are reluctant to
provide this, I send them a link to PLC
to demonstrate that this knowledge is
standard issue. I ask them about data
transfer and ensure that their systems
are secure – because I expect them
to get company information directly
from my systems. There are some 900
companies’ details in my system and I
have no knowledge of their addresses
or the signing of authority for a
company in Chile. But I do know where
to find that information in Blueprint
which is kept up to date by our local
companies. Although my systems are
secure, allowing external firms access
leaves my systems open to their security
arrangements, so I need to know that
these are robust. We regularly test these
security arrangements (including with
intrusive testing).
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eDiscovery: man, machine
and mathematics
BY TRACEY STRETTON

What do companies need to know about eDiscovery? As Tracey
Stretton explains, technology assisted review (TAR) has the potential
to transform eDiscovery from a significant cost to a potential source of
competitive advantage.

When visiting London recently I saw half
of Charles Babbage’s brain in a jar at the
Science Museum. I stood in awe for a
moment reflecting on the contributions
made to modern society by the famous
19th century English polymath and
‘father of the computer’. Not only did
he give us mechanical computation to
overcome errors in tables prepared by
humans and programmable machines,
which were amongst the earliest
computers, but he also developed the
‘Babbage principle’ which points out the
commercial advantages derived from
careful division of labour.
According to Babbage, skilled workers
spend parts of their time performing
tasks below their skill level and labour
costs can be cut by assigning only highskill tasks to high-cost workers. This got
me thinking about brain power versus
computing power and automation
24
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in legal practice, especially in the
notoriously expensive eDiscovery process
in litigation where new machine learning
technologies can now reliably replace, at
least partially, the role of humans.

‘Those of us involved
in legal technology
need to keep up to
date not only with
the latest technology,
but also with the
techniques and
knowhow needed to
apply it’
– Tracey Stretton

A systematic approach
The first matter I worked on in South
Africa involved so many documents that
the list of discoverable documents was
four miles long and took two years to
create. It was a construction dispute so
there were engineers available to help
plot a discovery project plan and design
a process for collating, sifting through
and producing the documents required
for the case, and quantity surveyors to
estimate and track costs.
By applying weighted averages to daily
document review rates, we calculated
the end date of the project with
surprising accuracy and confidently
agreed a disclosure deadline with the
other side, which we met and they
did not. We relied heavily on smart
technology, ahead of its time and not
yet widely used, to build searchable
databases and set up a document review

centre filled with contract paralegals
before they became fashionable.
There were many discovery skirmishes,
additional waves of discovery and hard
decisions to be made about workflow
and maintaining the consistency of
human relevance determinations without
touching documents more than once.
The case settled, as large cases often do,
over disclosure and in particular a box of
documents which unveiled a fraud in the
middle of the case and made it too risky
for our clients to proceed.
What companies need to know
Fast forward to 2013 and I wonder
whether anything has changed.
Planning, a well-thought-out process,
a deliberate pricing exercise, a pilot
phase, project management and the
use of cutting-edge technology are still
the hallmarks of successful discovery
projects. I asked a few lawyers,
barristers and technology consultants
in the UK recently what they thought
were the most important things
corporate counsel need to know about
eDiscovery. Their answers identified
these success criteria:
•	Do not underestimate the
importance of eDiscovery. There is
a tangible chance that the winner
of the eDiscovery battle will win
the case.
•	eDiscovery can come as a surprise.
It pays to be prepared and to make
contact with relevant experts well
before you need them.
•	You need to put a strong team
of experts in place from the
outset including your law firm, a
technology vendor, a document
review expert and internal subject
matter experts, and ensure they all
work together.
•	Start the discovery process early so
you don’t limit the options available
such as Early Case Assessment
where early visibility of some of
your data will allow you to assess
the strength of your case. Having
metrics available about your data,
the effect of key word searches,
and how long it takes to review
documents, will help design a more
scientific approach to discovery.
•	Budget for discovery carefully
even when you do not have a
formal duty to do so (as is now
the case in the UK). Carry out

some financial modelling and if
necessary reverse engineer your
approach. In other words, work
backwards from the amount you
are willing to spend on discovery
and see how many documents you
can get through using different
approaches, technologies and
pricing mechanisms.
•	Discovery costs get out of hand
only if the process is not carefully
managed from the start. A good
plan and poor implementation can
represent major risk; so make sure
that the implementation is project
managed with an abundance of
care and attention to detail.
•	Focus on how to save on review
costs using new approaches like
Technology Assisted Review.
A US expert advises companies to
develop a strategic approach to buying
eDiscovery services. In the US more
companies take ownership of the buying
process, conduct beauty parades to
select providers and enter into master
services agreements. The aim is to secure
favourable commercial terms and a more
consistent, high-quality approach.
Machine learning technology
Technology has changed everything
dramatically. Every business decision is
recorded in a stream of unstructured
electronic communication as email
gives way to Bloomberg Messenger,
IM and social messaging. The evidence
needed to work out what happened in
a case is stored on iPhones, tablets and
in the cloud. Even if surgical precision
is used to harvest data and filter it
by keywords, the resulting volumes
that need to be analysed by lawyers
remain unmanageable. With big data
pressing down on us, it is no longer
economically feasible for lawyers to
check every page that takes a hit
on a keyword.
Machine learning technology can
automate and complement the
document review process reliably and
reduce costs. US courts have approved
– and in some instances mandated
– its use. Yet there is still resistance
to change, especially in Europe, and
reluctance by lawyers to use it in frontline discovery work where decisions
are made about which documents
are relevant, not privileged and
therefore disclosable.

Naturally there are concerns about
reliability. “Where the Money Goes:
Understanding Litigant Expenditures
for Producing Electronic Discovery” by
Nicholas M Pace and Laura Zakaras,
analyses cost data for 57 large-volume
eDiscovery productions in the US. Some
of the key findings include:
•	Review typically consumes about
73% of production costs in
eDiscovery
•	A significant reduction in current
labour costs is unlikely
•	Computer-categorised document
review techniques such as
predictive coding identify at
least as many documents of
interest as traditional eyes-on
review with about the same level
of inconsistency, but with the
potential of reducing attorney
hours by about 75%.
Using highly skilled lawyers to review
thousands of documents for relevance
might earn fees and keep lawyers in
their quality comfort zone, but this
does not necessarily bring accuracy or
efficiency to the legal process or build
relationships with corporate clients
that already see litigation as a cost to
business to be avoided.
Undoubtedly corporate America is
leading the way by dipping its toes
first in the technology assisted review
(TAR) pool, but the UK’s new cost
management regime is likely to be a
real catalyst for change. Costs need to
be proportionate, budgeted for and
tracked carefully during the lifespan of
a case and are subject to active judicial
management. The courts have already
indicated that they will not depart
from budgets without good reason.
One way to flatten the spikes in the
litigation budget caused by discovery
and to get more mileage out of your
court approved budget is to automate
or outsource parts of the process which
do not require the input of highlyskilled lawyers, such as the first pass
relevance review.
Technology assisted review (TAR)
in practice
There is still a lot of uncertainty about
when and how to use TAR and lack
of experience is probably the biggest
obstacle to its adoption. Size-wise,
TAR works well on large collections
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(upwards of a million documents) but
it is worth considering on smaller cases
too. This brings me to a key point of
this article. Those of us involved in legal
technology need to keep up to date
not only with the latest technology, but
also with the techniques and knowhow
needed to apply it.
To illustrate this, here is a real-life
scenario:
In a dispute involving 500,000
documents with a strict deadline for
review, TAR was used to prioritise
documents for human review. The
system was trained on 3,900 documents
and quality control revealed that its
ability to identify responsive documents
reliably was mediocre. Further training of
the software was conducted by checking
decisions made on documents known
as ‘false positives’ where the software
incorrectly identifies a document that
should be responsive as non-responsive.
The technology’s ability to identify
responsive documents accurately rose

‘Can you dissect a Gaussian statistical estimate
when creating samples and assess the
F-measure – which is the average between
recall and precision?’ – Tracey Stretton
to a confidence level of 91%. Human
review on documents suggested as
being responsive was then carried out
until 38% of the database remained and
was likely to be non-responsive. The rate
of responsiveness had declined over the
course of the review, so by analysing the
pattern it was possible to work out a
logical and early potential cut-off point
for human review when fewer than
2% of the documents would be only
marginally responsive. This saved two
weeks’ work and the cost of reviewing
186,000 documents.
Deploying TAR is not a simple linear
process of selecting a sample of
documents, reviewing them, allowing the

software to learn and then applying logic
to the rest of the collection. In practice,
it is man and machine interacting
dynamically in a variety of ways to assign
human reviewers with confidence to
where they are needed most, and refine
the machine learning process in line with
another Babbage computing principle –
‘garbage in, garbage out’. This requires
some knowledge of statistics. Can you
dissect a Gaussian statistical estimate
when creating samples and assess
the F-measure – which is the average
between recall and precision expressed as
2 (Recall x Precision) / (Recall + Precision)?
This is the language of the future. It is
mathematics for legal professionals and
for me it’s time to go back to school!
The advantage
eDiscovery is no longer an art
conducted randomly but a science.
There are new concepts to be mastered
and opportunities to be exploited.
We need to be innovators capable of
saving costs on an eDiscovery project
and delivering solutions that give our
clients a strategic advantage in the case
and in their businesses. Is it possible
to use work product from previous
cases to run future cases on autopilot? Can we help companies use
TAR in new contexts such as mergers
and acquisitions? With this mind-set,
eDiscovery will be seen as less of a
burden and more of a strategic tool
that can add significant value.
Tracey Stretton is a legal consultant
for Kroll Ontrack advising lawyers and
companies on the use of technology
in legal practice and business. She is a
contributing author to the ABA book
Electronic Evidence and Discovery –
What Every Lawyer Should Know Now
and the Westlaw Encyclopedia of IT Law
on The Management of Technology
Related Risks. She has practiced as a
solicitor and legal consultant in South
Africa, Australia and the UK.
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Web archiving:
a new legal necessity?
BY OLIVER BRAY

As digital advertising and marketing overtake traditional media,
all organisations need to reconsider their records strategies. IP
and technology lawyer Oliver Bray outlines the legal implications
and the rationale for web archiving

So you think you’ve got your document
retention policies sorted, or at least in
good shape? Then ask yourself a few
simple questions. What would you
do if a court asked you to provide an
exact replica of a historic webpage,
a blog, a thread in a customer forum
or a copy of your old website as part
of an eDiscovery process? How would
you verify its authenticity? What if
a regulator asked you to verify last
month’s price lists on your website,
last year’s special offers or your latest
corporate Facebook campaign?
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The problem
Most organisations have systems for
dealing with paper documents, from
contracts and memos to advertising
and marketing materials. Many also
have systems for emails. But few are
actively retaining what is an everincreasing amount of online corporate
communications, be it posts, tweets,
blogs or whatever. Certainly they may
struggle to replay an entire website
experience in the exact way that
the user originally experienced it,
or replicate the full end-to-end user
journey as though in real time.

The traditional backup of databases
and servers via content management
systems is not an option for
maintaining accessible web-based
information, not least as these systems
utilise a broad range of technologies
and systems, databases, schemata and
templates that inevitably evolve and are
costly to maintain beyond their period
of active use.
The legal risks
Legal liability and regulatory compliance
extends to web-based documents
and communications, meaning that

organisations need to be able to prove
that online information was (or was not)
available on a particular date.
In the UK, for example, any business
that advertises and trades online
must comply (amongst others) with
the Consumer Protection from
Unfair Trading Regulations 2008
and advertising regulation set by the
Committee of Advertising Practice
(CAP), as administered by the
Advertising Standards Authority. This
means that effective online document
retrieval may be crucial in effectively
defending a complaint made to the
OFT, the ASA or Trading Standards
in connection with your historic
marketing material.
Perhaps the biggest threat, however,
is to businesses that are governed by
financial regulators, such as the UK’s
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
There are no specific FCA regulations
applicable to web archiving, but there
are provisions relating to retention of
records that encompass the need to
preserve non-traditional documentary
records, such as web content. This
includes (a) taking reasonable care to
establish and maintain such systems
and controls as are appropriate to the
business; and (b) keeping appropriate
systems and controls in place in order
to fulfil regulatory and statutory
obligations with respect to adequacy,
access, periods of retention and

security of records and to adhere to the
general principle that records should be
retained for as long as is relevant for the
purposes for which they are created.
Furthermore, there are general rules
on record-keeping and market-specific
obligations - e.g. for UK insurers, the
Conduct of Business Sourcebook (COBS)
and the Insurance Conduct of Business
Sourcebook (ICOBS) contain additional
relevant provisions.
On the compliance front, therefore,
businesses need to decide what records
they need to maintain in line with any
high-level record-keeping requirements
and their own business needs, bearing
in mind the need to deal with requests
for information from regulators like
the FCA or any of the other interested
regulators, and the need to respond to
customer queries and complaints.
Add in the increasing demands of
litigation and e-discovery, coupled with
the cost savings of a fully searchable
web information system, and an
efficient web archiving policy begins
to look less like an attractive nice-tohave, and more like an indispensable
business necessity.
The challenges
The lifespans of paper documents in
corporations are defined by record
retention policies and procedures based
on legal, administrative, fiscal or other
requirements. In addition, from creation

and acquisition through to destruction
or permanent preservation, documents
are subject to changing requirements
for reliable, cost-effective storage, timely
retrieval and convenient distribution.
In contrast, most web-based
information is not managed beyond
the traditional review and publication
stages. But it should be. And to do
it properly - in an efficient, legally
acceptable and regulation-compliant
manner - taking care of expiry, archival
and destruction stages - requires an
appropriate web archiving policy.
Email archiving is relatively
straightforward because the servers
and software are generally centrally
controlled, and most corporations want
to limit the variety of email systems they
operate for cost reasons. The situation
is quite different with web-based

‘There is a serious
and growing gap in
many corporations’
document lifecycle
management policies.
They need a web
archiving policy’
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documents. Most company websites,
intranets, extranets, blogs and wikis end
up being maintained on a broad range
of technologies and systems, based on
a variety of databases and CMSs. This
presents serious technical, logistical and
financial challenges for the preservation
of web-based content beyond its normal
active life-cycle.
Conventional backups of databases and
servers are inadequate for maintaining
accessible web-based information
generated through CMSs. The reason is
that this method requires maintaining
the original versions and configurations
of all the CMSs and databases used,
and keeping them operational during
the entire period of archive retention.
For large, complex organisations, this
can be extremely difficult and may
cause significant delays (in particular
for eDiscovery) and, consequently, may
be very expensive.
These factors show that there is a
serious and growing gap in many
corporations’ document lifecycle
management policies. They need a web
archiving policy.
Web archiving: A legal necessity?
Web archiving is the only means of
creating and maintaining a stable, time
structured, verifiably authentic and
independent version of the corporate
web presence. ‘Independent’ means
that access to the content must be
possible without requiring the original
CMS version to be installed, configured
and running. It is also the only way the

‘Web archiving is
the only means
of creating and
maintaining a stable,
time structured,
verifiably authentic
and independent
version of the
corporate web
presence’
– Oliver Bray
corporate web-publishing infrastructure
can evolve without threatening
accessibility to legacy content. On the
cost front, it also avoids the continuous
licensing and maintenance costs of
legacy CMSs.
A substantial and enduring web archive
can be achieved by generating a flat,
static, stable and time-structured version
of the published content, capturing
authentic snapshots according to
the corporate archiving policy. These
snapshots must be taken as user-centric
views of the content, i.e. accurately
reflecting the user’s experience of that
particular content. In addition they
must be stored and made accessible
in precisely the same form, thereby
meeting legal and compliance
requirements as authentic copies.

And they must enable discovery using
familiar web paradigms such as full-text
search, as well as more sophisticated
eDiscovery techniques including
metadata, tagging, filters and complex
search. The latter is particularly relevant
in the event of heavy litigation, as the
searchable nature of modern archiving
systems will likely save hundreds of
hours of paralegal time on what
might otherwise be a fruitless
eDiscovery exercise.
So is web archiving a new legal
necessity? The answer is pretty clear.
If your activities are governed by
regulators like the FCA (see above),
then your excuses for non-compliance
with web-based record retention
requirements are fast running out. And
if your organisation has a web presence
that does (or may) attract the eye of
a regulator or a potential claimant,
then the arguments (be they cost,
reputational or otherwise) equally all
point towards the adoption of efficient
web-archiving systems and policies.
Oliver Bray is a partner in the Intellectual
Property and Technology Group at
Reynolds Porter Chamberlain LLP. He
is Chairman of the City of London Law
Society Commercial Law Committee, an
editorial board member of E-commerce
Law and Policy and a regular industry
speaker. He is co-editor of Advertising
Law and Regulation (2nd edition, 2011,
Bloomsbury Professional).
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